How to test car fuse

An automobile typically has two fuse boxes. One, located in the engine compartment, is for the
motor's electrical needs, and one in the cab of the vehicle is for accessories and lights. The
fuses protect each circuit from excessive amps, which may damage the components.
Troubleshooting an electrical short requires tracking down the bad connection through trial and
error. One place to check is at the connections in the fuse boxes, using a volt test light. Open
the panel on the front of the fuse box by prying back its latch with your hand. Turn the vehicle's
ignition to the "power on" position without starting the engine. Secure the volt test light's
alligator clip to any bare metal near the fuse box. A bolt is a good location. Touch the bare metal
on top of each fuse with the test light's probe. If the volt test light illuminates, there is current at
that connection. Touch the bare metal inside each fuse holder if you are looking for a spare fuse
location that has a current. Bob White began his writing career in Working in sales, he was a
technical writer tasked with responding to requests for proposal. White has a Bachelor of Arts
in computer science and a diploma in home inspection. He has also worked in construction,
landscaping and the pool industry for more than 15 years. Step 1 Open the panel on the front of
the fuse box by prying back its latch with your hand. Step 2 Turn the vehicle's ignition to the
"power on" position without starting the engine. Step 3 Secure the volt test light's alligator clip
to any bare metal near the fuse box. Step 4 Touch the bare metal on top of each fuse with the
test light's probe. Things You'll Need volt test light. This article was co-authored by Ricardo
Mitchell. Ricardo has over 10 years of electrical and construction experience and his partners
have over 30 years of relevant experience. This article has 11 testimonials from our readers,
earning it our reader-approved status. This article has been viewed , times. Sometimes these
fuses require testing to check that they are still in good working order. Testing fuses can be
done using a multimeter, and doing so is both fast and easy to learn. Before you test a fuse with
a multimeter, turn off the equipment and remove the fuse by pulling it straight out of its slot.
Turn the meter to ohms, then touch the positive and negative leads together and check the
reading. Next, put one lead on each end of the fuse and check the reading. If the reading is
close to the one you got when you touched the positive and negative leads, the fuse is fine. Did
this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us
to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our
work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private
browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an
account. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
parts. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Understand fuses. Fuses
are really just wires that are designed not to last, but their purpose is to prevent damage to
more valuable electrical equipment or prevent fires especially in homes caused by power
surges. If too much power runs through the fuse, it will "burn out," quite literally, and open the
circuit, preventing the current from flowing through the circuit. There are several varieties of
fuses, but their differences are primarily in appearance. Here is a description of the two you are
most likely to see: The cartridge fuse is a cylindrical fuse that has been common in a wide
variety of devices for many years, from homes to small electronic devices. They have metal
contact or terminal points on either end and consist primarily of a tube that contains the wire.
They vaguely resemble the plug of a power cord, with two metal prongs emanating from a
plastic housing that contains the wire. Previously, most vehicles also contained small glass
cartridge fuses. Blade fuses plug conveniently into banks, and relatively little space is required
to house a large number of them together. Learn how a multimeter works. Multimeters measure
AC and DC voltage, electrical resistance, and the flow of current. For testing a fuse, you can
either use it to measure the continuity which tests if the circuit is complete or the ohms which
tests resistance. When testing resistance in a circuit, the meter will transmit a small quantity of
electricity from its own battery and then measure the amount that passes through the circuit or
object. Understand why you must test fuses. Testing fuses is the simplest way to examine what
is going on in the electrical systems of your car or home, and for that reason, it is a vital skill to
possess. It is easier to test fuses than it is to test other electrical equipment. Other components
in your car or home involve complex wiring systems that run on for some length. In addition,
most car parts can only be tested at repair shops, and to do so will usually cost quite a lot of
money. Testing fuses with a multimeter is comparatively simple to do, and the equipment
involved is cheap and easy to operate. Many types of fuses allow for visual confirmation that
the fuse is still functional. They are made clear so that you can see if the wire remains intact. If
the translucent area is blackened, it is usually because the fuse has burned out. However, some
fuses will create that blackened stain after only slightly overheating, and that may have even
been the result of an unnoticed incident weeks or months earlier. If a device is not working, you

should test the fuses. If the fuses are all still working, there is likely a more serious problem and
it may be time to call on an expert. Part 2 of Turn the equipment off and remove the fuse. Make
sure the device, equipment, or vehicle is turned off before the fuse is removed. To remove the
fuse, simply pull it straight out of the slot. Turn the meter on and set it to measure continuity.
Turn the dial on the multimeter so it points to the continuity setting, which looks like 5 curved
vertical lines. Put one lead on each end of the fuse and look at the display. Because the fuse is
little more than a single wireâ€”and no complex parts to worry aboutâ€”it does not matter which
side receives the positive or negative lead. Test the fuse. Listen for the multimeter to beep
continuously as you hold the probes against the fuse. Then put the probes on either side of the
fuse and check if the reading is similar. If it is, then the fuse works properly. If the multimeter
reads "Open" or "Not complete," it means the fuse is broken. Ricardo Mitchell. When a fuse is
broken, it reads the circuit is not complete, so it reads an open line. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 3.
What should I do if I have a circuit that reads 0 ohms but continually blows fuses? Well, your
circuit is putting out too much power for your multimeter to read. I would recommend lowering
your power source's output through resistors or adding additional places for electricity to flow.
Not Helpful 10 Helpful Yes, you can, provided that the source is cut-off from the fuse itself. Not
Helpful 7 Helpful Oleg Ivanchenko. The rating of the fuse determines the maximum amount of
amperage that could go through it, the resistance ohms do not matter as long as it's not OL. Not
Helpful 6 Helpful The meter will read OL if the fuse is bad. Any reading other than OL or a blank
screen tells you the fuse is good. Not Helpful 16 Helpful What do I do if the reading is A reading
of So if you get Not Helpful 8 Helpful 8. Why is a blown fuse showing v when I use a voltmeter
on both ends of the fuse? This is because the blown fuse allows there to be a voltage
differential between the two sides. A good fuse would have shown zero volts. Not Helpful 0
Helpful 4. Unanswered Questions. Using a test light to check a fuse that appears not to work but
changing the connection to a positive source touching the same fuse and the test light goes on.
If a fuse blows does that mean there's problem with the amp? Include your email address to get
a message when this question is answered. By using this service, some information may be
shared with YouTube. Household installations these days shouldn't really be protected by just
fuses. Modern circuit breakers and protective devices are fuse-less and much safer. Consider
having an old fuse installation upgraded to modern standards. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0.
Regarding car fuses, most cars use a colored 'blade' type fuse, and looking at the top of the
fuse in situ in the fuse box will show that the metal strip that runs along the visible top of the
fuse will either be intact fuse good or broken fuse blown. Never test a fuse on equipment that is
still on. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 2. Never replace a blown or suspect fuse with one of a higher
rating. The rating ensures that the current can pass through the wiring safely. Always replace a
fuse with the same rating as or a lower rating than the old one. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: November
18, Article Summary X Before you test a fuse with a multimeter, turn off the equipment and
remove the fuse by pulling it straight out of its slot. Italiano: Testare un Fusibile con un
Multimetro. Nederlands: Een zekering testen met een multimeter. Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read , times. This article really helped me on how to test a fuse
and hopefully save me hundreds of dollars in repairs by just replacing a blown fuse. Rated this
article:. Scott Basham Apr 25, Great stuff, many thanks. Eloy Pol Mar 24, Thanks a lot. Bill
Hinton Jul 3, James Kennedy May 25, Feb 22, Exactly what I wanted. Thanks a million. Dave K.
Nov 23, Anonymous Oct 4, Anonymous May 30, Obi Alex Jul 26, Nathan Sean Cantra Jul 19,
More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better.
By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. David Wright Jun 1, Share yours!
More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are
agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Let's do this! A fuse is a low-resistance resistor device that protects a circuit
from becoming overloaded. It is a short piece of wire that is designed to melt and break apart
when exposed to an excess of electrical current. A fuse is connected in series to the circuit it
protects. A blown fuse usually causes an electrical short or an overloaded circuit. The most
common fuse to burn out in a car is the 12v power outlet, also known as the cigarette lighter.
This is often caused by leaving a cell phone charger in it for a long time, or because of the
occasional stray penny that falls into an exposed power outlet. A fuse box is located in the car
and houses the fuses. Some cars have multiple fuse boxes with many different fuses. If
something electrical in your vehicle suddenly stops working, start by checking the fuse box and
get a certified mechanic to take a look and diagnose any electrical problems. Most cars have
more than one fuse box - some vehicles may even have three or four. Car manufacturers tend to
install fuse boxes in different locations depending on the make of the car. It is best to refer to

your owner's manual to locate the fuse box you need, and also to determine which fuse controls
each circuit. Step 1: Remove the fuse. With the car completely off, locate the fuse in question
and remove it by grabbing it firmly with the fuse puller stored in the fuse box, or with a pair of
needle nose pliers. Step 2: Inspect the fuse. Hold the fuse up to the light and check the metal
wire for signs of damage or a break. If you see either of these, you will have to replace the fuse.
If you do not have a fuse diagram to locate a specific fuse, you can test each fuse individually
with a test light. Step 2: Inspect the fuse with the test light. Attach the clip for the test light to
any bare metal, and use the probe of the test light to touch each end of a fuse. If the fuse is
good, the test light will light up on both sides of the fuse. If the fuse is bad, only one side will
illuminate the test light. Once the damaged fuse is detected, be sure to replace it with a fuse of
the same type and amp rating. Identifying and replacing a damaged fuse on your own can save
you time and money. However, if the same fuse is blowing repeatedly or if certain electrical
components are not working , it is advisable to enlist a certified mechanic to inspect the
electrical system to identify the reason the fuse keeps blowing and replace the fuse box or fuse
for you. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Electric Problems
Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Electric Problems Inspection Cost. Service Location. Part 1 of 4:
Locate the fuse box Materials required Flashlight Needle nose pliers or fuse puller Test light
Most cars have more than one fuse box - some vehicles may even have three or four. Part 2 of
4: Visually inspect fuses Most fuse boxes will have a diagram displaying the name and location
of each fuse. Part 3 of 4: Use a test light If you do not have a fuse diagram to locate a specific
fuse, you can test each fuse individually with a test light. Tip : Use a computer-safe test light,
preferably one with an LED light, as probing unknown fuses with an older style test light may
draw excessive current. If you test a fuse for the airbag, it may deploy - so be careful! Part 4 of
4: Replacing the fuse Once the damaged fuse is detected, be sure to replace it with a fuse of the
same type and amp rating. Tip : Fuses are sold at any auto parts or hardware store or
dealership. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes
and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details.
Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Electric
Problems Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Jesse 16 years of experience.
Request Jesse. Jesse was great. Good communication on appointment timing. He is a fair and
honest guy. I will recommend him to my friends. I am pleased with my experience with Jesse.
He did a thorough inspection to try to find what caused my car not to start. He explained what
he was checking, along the way, and after every attempt to start the car. He also explained what
was needed to, hopefully, get the car up and running. I would use Jesse if ever I have similar
problems in the future. Nicholas 11 years of experience. Request Nicholas. Super convenient.
Mechanic showed up right on time. Fortunately, our issue was easily resolved with minimal
hassle. Awesome mechanic. Honest and kept me in the loop. Highly recommend this company
and Nicholas. Johnny was on time, honest, professional and very informative. Best experience
that I've had in regards to mechanical work. Johnny was great he saved my family money very
nice very respectful one of the best mechanic I have ever met and seen I will pick him for all
future needs. Andrian 32 years of experience. Request Andrian. Andrian was an excellent
mechanic. He explained the problem to me in detail which was extremely helpful and he
resolved the problem with professionalism and great attention to detail. I will definitely call to
book another appointment with him if my Mercedes has any more issues in the future. I highly
recommend him. This guy is the real deal nit just as a mechanic but as a genuine human being.
He goes above and beyond to ensure that you understand what's happening with your vehicle.
Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Fuse If your car's
accessories are shutting off on their own or you find a black fuse, you should inspect the car's
fuses and replace broken ones. Read more. So, how long How to Tell If Your Car Switches Are
Dying Since Since every part of your car is controlled or operated by a switch in some fashion,
it is to be expected that the switch will eventually fail. Some of the most commonly used
switches in your car are Related questions Airbag light stayed on after battery change The light
might have came on before you disconnected the bad battery due to low voltage to the system.
Once you put in the new battery, the system still has a stored code and the light will be on until
My inside lights won't come on. The dome light is triggered by a switch in your door or the
manual switch on the dashboard or on the fixture itself. Due the fuse being checked and testing
good, you are going to need to test for ESC Off light came on and continued showing This light
is indicating a logged fault in the stability control system on your Kia Rondo. Common issues
are generally wheel speed sensor failures, but this can be determined by having the faults read

out of the ESC module Browse other content. Schedule your Electric Problems Inspection
today! Electric Problems Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. Last Updated: August
6, References. To create this article, 9 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it
over time. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more A 4 terminal relay is used so a low
power circuit may engage a high power circuit without risk of damage to the low power control
circuit. For example, a low power circuit in a car that commands the high power headlights to
come on would send the command through a 4 terminal relay. We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you.
Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does
not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article Steps. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Find
and remove the relay. The relay should not be tested while it is connected to the circuit. The
relay is typically located in a place where larger electric parts are placed. In a car, this is likely a
relay or fuse box. Use your fingers to unplug the relay from the socket in which it is placed.
Note the relay position. The positioning and polarity of relays and fuses should be printed on
the inside of the relay box or fuse box cover. Note the position of the relay that was removed so
that it may be replaced in the proper position and orientation. Find the relay characteristics. The
relay will have 4 pins; 2 will connect to the control circuit and 2 will connect to the high power
load. Identify the relay as an ISO mini type. ISO defines mini relays with the control circuit
connected to pin 86 and pin 85, and the load circuit connected to pin 30 and pin 87 or 87a. There
will be only 1 second load pin, 87 or 87a, not both. The ISO defines this type of relay as 1 inch 2.
An ISO micro relay has the control circuit connected to pin 86 and pin 85, and the load circuit
connected to pin 30 and pin 87 or 87a. The control circuit will be depicted as a coil of wire on
the surface printing of the relay. The load circuit will be depicted as straight lines with a dot or
circle on the end of one of the lines. If the 2 lines are depicted as not connecting at the circle or
dot, the relay is a normally open NO relay. If the 2 lines are depicted as meeting at the circle or
dot, the relay is a normally closed NC relay. It is important to know if the relay is NO or NC
during further testing. Determine if the relay is internally protected against voltage spikes. A
relay with internal protection will have a diode symbol shown on the package drawing
connected around the control coil. The diode symbol will be a triangle with a line attached
perpendicularly to 1 of the points. The line shown on the diode symbol will indicated the
positive polarity end of the diode. Confirm the integrity of the relay load connections. Use a
digital multimeter DMM or analog ohmmeter to measure the resistance across the load
connections of the relay. The reading should be open infinite ohms on an NO relay and short 0
ohms on an NC relay. DMMs and analog ohmmeters are available in electronic parts and hobby
stores. Apply power from a test power supply to the control circuit. The voltage applied should
be that of the rating of the relay. This rating will be indicated on the relay. If the relay has been
determined to be voltage spike protected, positive power must be applied to the pin that
connects to the positive polarity end of the relay internal diode. If the relay has been determined
to not be voltage spike protected, the test power source may be connected to the control pins of
the relay in either direction. Listen for the click. When power is applied to the control circuit, a
slight click should be heard as the relay activates. Determine the transition of the load
connectors. Use the DMM or analog ohmmeter to measure the resistance across the load
connections of the relay. The reading should be short 0 ohms on an NO relay and open infinite
ohms on an NC relay. Confirm the current carrying ability of the load connectors. With the relay
in the configuration that has the 2 load pins connected, place the test voltage on 1 of the load
pins of the relay and an automotive test light on the other load pin of the relay. The automotive
test light should light. Automotive test lights are available at auto parts stores and hardware
stores. Unanswered Questions. My fan relay 2 and all of my relays under my dash all grey on my
VZ Commodore I getting really hot on my model Commodore. I have replaced the shroud and
fans and relays but they still get hot. What should I do? Include your email address to get a
message when this question is answered. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully
reviewed before being published. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 9. Updated:
August 6, Categories: Measuring Power Current and Energy. Thanks to all authors for creating a
page that has been read , times. Did this article help you? Yes No. Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Too hard on yourself? Learn how to have kinder self-talk. Take the Course. X
Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,

adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Last Updated: October 14, References.
To create this article, 9 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This
article has been viewed 45, times. Learn more Learn how to quickly and safely change the fuses
in your car and get back on the road without letting a dealership or mechanic get the best of
you. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips
and Warnings. Related Articles. Method 1 of Make sure it's a fuse issue. When one circuit has
too much electricity flowing through it, the fuse blows to prevent serious damage and even fire.
The best way of knowing if a fuse has blown, is if an electric component instantly stops working
i. If an electric component has been slowly getting worse, it is not likely a fuse but it is still good
to check the fuses regularly. Find the fuse panel. Most models situate the fuse panel on the
driver's side of the dashboard and under the steering wheel, but location varies from vehicle to
vehicle. These colors, along with the numbers stamped on the fuses, indicate different
amperage ratings. On the backside of the fuse panel there will be a diagram that shows which
fuse corresponds with which electrical component. If the owner's manual is unavailable, try
contacting a dealership for the location or a simple internet search can provide enough
information to locate the fuse panel and specific fuses. Try to test fuses before removing. Once
the fuse panel is located, remove the cover and locate the fuse puller, most vehicles come with
a small fuse puller but not all will have one. Test the suspect fuses. To test a fuse without
removing it, using the two probes of either the test light or multi-meter, touch the two small
metal tabs located on the top of the fuse. These tabs can be tricky to connect to, but once sure
that the probes are making contact, if the fuse has continuity test light lights up or has a
resistance reading may read 0 or 0. If these tools are unavailable, simply use the fuse puller that
was in the fuse panel, or a small pair of pliers, or just bare fingers to remove and visually
inspect any fuses. If the fuse is bad, it needs to be replaced. Method 2 of When replacing a fuse
you must use a fuse that has the same amperage rating. Use the fuse panel diagram, the
numbered color-coded fuses and the owner's manual to help you determine the correct
amperage for your new fuse. Once you have the right fuse gently push it into the correct slot,
make sure it's completely installed, and then put the fuse panel back on the car. Check the
circuit. Once you are done replacing the fuse, turn the ignition and check to see if the circuit
giving you trouble is working correctly. If it is working, chances are you just had a temporary
surge that blew the fuse. If that's the case, then you just solved the problem. Can I remove a
fuse and start the car to determine what purpose the fuse serves? Akshit Sharma. Yes No. Not
Helpful 1 Helpful 3. Logic Johnson Lafontaine. Yes, it's impossible to check if the fuse is
working without having battery power. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 3. Do the fuses in a car tell you
which one are to what part in the car they are for? No, fuses will only tell you how many amps
they can take. Check the owner's manual. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. Unanswered Questions.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Repeatedly
replacing the same fuse means there is an underlying issue in that system of the vehicle, this
will likely require further electrical diagnosing or a trip to a mechanic. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0.
DO NOT attempt to diagnose or change fuses with the vehicle running or with the key in the
ignition. Helpful 5 Not Helpful 1. If you use the wrong amperage fuse, you could cause much
worse damage to your vehicle than just a blown fuse. Be careful when removing any trim pieces
or access panels to get to the fuse panel as these can break. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 5. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 9. Updated: October 14, Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read 45, times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Get all the best how-tos! X Help us do more We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do
this! Last Updated: August 20, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 13
references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has
been viewed 4, times. Learn more A test light is a tool that you can use to check fuse power.
They're most commonly used to troubleshoot electrical issues in cars, but you can also use
them to check fuses in your home's breaker box. Test lights consist of a cable that has a clamp
or clip at one end, used for grounding, and a handle with a probe and a light at the other end,

which you use to test the fuses. Tip : If you know your test light is working, you can also use
this method to check whether a car battery has power. The procedure is exactly the same. Every
day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information that will help
you live a better life, whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being.
Amid the current public health and economic crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and
we are all learning and adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever.
Your support helps wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share
our trusted brand of instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please
consider making a contribution to wikiHow today. We've been helping billions of people around
the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related
Articles. Method 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities without
the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. The fuse box panel is usually located under the
hood, underneath or on the side of the dash, in the glovebox, or in the trunk. The fuse box panel
is a panel with different colored and numbered fuses. Pry the plastic cover off once you find the
panel. Note that some vehicles may have multiple fuse boxes. The test light must be grounded
for it to work. However, you could find a nearby bolt on the car door hinge. Any unpainted piece
of metal on the vehicle will work to ground the test light. For instance, it could be a part of the
metal frame under the hood or a nut or bolt on the engine block. Pick a fuse that you want to
test. Hold the test light by the handle and stick the pointy metal tip of the probe into 1 of the 2
round or square holes on the fuse. Wait for the test light to light up to determine whether a fuse
is working. The test light will light up right away when you poke the probe into a working fuse.
Test the second hole on the fuse. Stick the metal tip of the probe into the other hole. Watch for
the test light to go on to verify that the fuse is fully functional. If only 1 of the holes lights up the
test light, the fuse is probably blown. Method 2 of Turn off any electronics in the area that you
are testing the fuse for. Turn off all the lights and unplug any electrical appliances from outlets
in the room that you want to test the fuse for. This will help avoid electrical surges. Open up
your breaker box and locate the switch for the fuse you want to test. Flip the fuse switch on if it
is off or partially off. Breaker boxes are usually located in a basement, garage, utility closet or
kitchen. Some homes may have them in different places. This screw is usually located just
above the main breaker. Look for the exposed screw to the left or right of the breaker switch
you want to test. Watch to see if the test light turns on to find out if the fuse works. The test
light will light up immediately if the fuse is working properly. The fuse is likely bad if the test
light does not turn on. If this happens, contact a licensed electrician to come and check your
wiring out and troubleshoot the issue. Method 3 of Squeeze the clip or clamp open and slide it
onto the ground source, then release the clip or clamp to secure it in place. You could also
purchase one at an auto supply shop or home improvement center. The probe is the metal
needle at the end of the cable that has the handle. Watch for the test light to light up to see if it
is working. The test light will light up as soon as you touch the probe to the power source.
Proceed with testing your fuses once you are sure that your test light is working properly.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Helpful 0 Not
Helpful 0. If you find and remove a blown fuse, save it and take it to an automotive supply shop
and ask for a replacement. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 4. About This
Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: 4. Updated: August 20, Categories: Car Lighting. Thanks
to all authors for creating a page that has been read 4, times. Did this article help you? Yes No.
Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy.
Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our
privacy policy. Follow Us. Get all the best how-tos! X Help us do more We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! Fuses are safety devices that protect electric circuits in a car from excessive
current overloading. Without a fuse an overloaded wire could melt or catch a fire. Each circuit
has its own fuse. Several larger fuses with high Amp rating protect multiple or high-current
circuits, such as electric power steering or radiator fan circuits. There is also at least one main
fuse. See this fuse box diagram. Often the main and high-Amp fuses are installed closer to the
battery. Fuse removal tool and spare fuses inside the fuse box cover Modern cars have at least
two fuse boxes. In most cars, one fuse box is installed under the hood; the other is located
inside the car. When any electrical component in a car doesn't work, the fist step is to check the

fuse that protects the circuit with this component. You can find the fuse map in the owner's
manual, or on the fuse box cover. In many cars there is a tool to pull the fuses that might be
located in the fuse box or in the fuse box cover. There are several ways to check fuses. The
easiest way is to pull the fuse out and check it visually. How to check a fuse visually For
example, we are going to check the fuse for the front accessory power socket, also known as
the cigarette lighter socket. It stopped working. It's the fuse that blows the most often. In this
car in the photo, the inside fuse panel is installed right above the driver's kick panel. We found
the tool to pull fuses inside the fuse box in the engine compartment. Turn the key to OFF
position. Before pulling the fuse, It's always a good idea to mark its position, so you can install
it on the same spot. We take the tool and pull the fuse with it. This fuse is blown on the right
side in the image. Fuses have a thin metal conductor inside that melts when the current is
higher that the fuse rating. In this blown fuse the conductor is melted, see the photo. If a fuse is
blown, something has shorted the protected circuit. If the problem is not fixed, the fuse will
blow again. In this car, it was a small screw that fell into the front cigarette lighter socket. Spare
fuses in this car are also located inside the fuse box cover in the fuse box under the hood.
When replacing a fuse, only the proper fuse type can be used. This one is a Amp fuse; in most
cars, it comes blue. This main fuse is OK. See also: Main fuses located at the battery positive
terminal Some types of fuses, like these low-profile mini fuses in the photo above are universal
and can be purchased in any auto parts stores. Larger fuses or panels with several fuses might
need to be ordered from a dealer. How to check the main fuse All cars have at least one main
fuse or fusible link. It's usually installed at the positive battery terminal or in the fuse box,
connected to the battery positive cable. Often the main fuse blows when accidentally touching
the wrong battery terminal when boosting a dead battery. The symptom of the blown main fuse
is no power and no lights inside the car. Checking the main fuse is easy, it's usually clearly
visible if it's blown. If the main fuse blew, there is a chance that a few other smaller fuses are
blown too. Advertisement - Continue reading below How to check a fuse with a multimeter If
there is 12 Volt at both sides of the fuse, the fuse is OK. If you have a multimeter, there are two
ways to check a fuse. The first way is to measure the voltage at both pins blades of the fuse.
Small fuses in a car have the top portion of both pins protruding through the top of the fuse, see
the photo. This allows measuring the voltage at each side of the fuse without pulling it out. Set
the multimeter to DC Direct Current. Connect the COM black terminal to the negative battery
terminal or a metal part that is connected to the vehicle chassis or body. Set the parking brake
and turn the ignition to the ON position. With the positive probe, check the voltage at both sides
of each fuse. A fuse, is just an electrical conductor. If both sides show 12 Volt, the fuse is good.
If there is 12 Volt on one side of the fuse, but there is no voltage at the other side, the fuse is
blown. If one side shows 12 Volt, white the other shows no voltage, you found the blown fuse.
This method works well, when many fuses need to be checked at once. Some mechanics use a
power probe instead of a multimeter. A power probe lights up when there is 12 Volt power. If
you already pulled the fuse out, but it's not clear if it's blown or not, you can check its
resistance. The resistance is opposite of the current flow. The lower the resistance, the higher
the current flow. A good fuse will show 0 or close to 0 Ohm, see the right image. In other words,
there is a continuity between two pins blades of the fuse. A blown fuse will show very high
resistance infinity , see the left image. To measure resistance of any electric component, it has
to be disconnected from the electric circuit. You can't measure resistance, while the component
is plugged in or powered. Switch the multimeter to Ohms and connect the probes as in the
photo. How to inspect a used car How to check the engine when buying a used car What
mileage is OK for a used car? See also: Main fuses located at the battery positive terminal. In
the left photo, the fuse is blown, the multimeter shows OL, which means no continuity or the
resistance is higher than can be measured. Click on the image for a larger view. Read More:
Wiper motor, linkage: how it works, symptoms, problems, testing Car maintenance checklist
with photos Serpentine belt: problems, signs of wear, when to replace, noises Timing belt: when
to replace, what happens if a timing belt breaks, replacement cost Check Engine light: what to
check, common problems, repair options Why a car won't start troubleshooting tips Window
regulator, window motor: problems, testing, replacement Learn your car: how different car parts
and sensors work. Fuse removal tool and spare fuses inside the fuse box cover. If there is 12
Volt at both sides of the fuse, the fuse is OK. This guide demonstrates how to locate and test
the various car electrical fuses that protect particular electrical system accessories. When
testing a fuse, there are two aspects to consider. First, the integrity of the fuse is subject to
failure. The second is to confirm electrical power is present at the fuse. The second is to test for
electrical power at the fuse, if the sub-system that powers the circuit is not working i. When
powering an electrical circuit a designed the amperage to run the accessory is calculated by the
engineer. When the amperage pulled through the circuit becomes too excessive the fuse will

overheat and blow protecting the circuit or accessory from fire. This condition can occur when
a particular accessory wears out or when electrical power connects to the ground of the car for
example the body, frame, drive train or interior metal parts. It is important to know that a fuse
can fatigue and fail as well. Most cars are designed with multiple fuse panels which are usually
located under the hood, in the interior of the car or in the trunk. These panels are commonly
known as the PDC power distribution center or fuse and relay panel which can be identified by
having a black plastic cover over the top or side of the panel. Each car is different, an owners
manual will indicate the location and fuse designation. If you don't know where a particular fuse
is located please ask one of our experts and they will help find it for you. A fuse replacement is
one of the most reasonable cost repairs in the industry. This can vary due to fuse size and
design, but most are easy to replace. If the fuse blows when replaced the protected circuit is
shorted to ground via either the wire itself or the accessory has failed internally, in either case a
repair is necessary to resume normal fuse operation. If no power is detected at the fuse or panel
either side of the all fuses use a wiring schematic to trace the power source, usually a main
power relay, maxi-fuse or fusible link has failed. Visit the 2CarPros YouTube channel for fuse
replacement videos. Our team of certified mechanics is ready to answer your questions for free.
Home Articles Fuse Test and Replacement. Fuse Test and Replacement Guide. What goes
wrong? Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Did you know that we have authored a series of articles to
get you on the right path to learning how to install your own dashcam? This is the second of
three articles in this "How-To Identify" Series. You can use the links below to continue to the
other articles. Hardwiring your dashcam to your fuse box has its benefits: not only does it free
up your 12v cigarette outlet, it hides distracting wires to improve your windshield visibility and
makes your dashcam install look clean and professional. If you have a BlackVue dashcam , you
can utilize your parking mode feature without affecting the health of your battery with a Power
Magic Pro or a direct wire harness. Need help finding your fuse box and figuring out which fuse
type you have? What is the difference between a constant and switched fuse? Your vehicle
uses electrical circuits, just like the ones in your home. These circuits supply power to the
electrical components located throughout your car, like your headlights, your radio, and your
door locks. In modern cars and trucks, there are generally two types of circuits that run through
the vehicle: circuits that are live all the time and circuits that are only live when the engine is
running. A circuit that is live or hot all the time means that it constantly receives power, even
when your car is parked and the engine is turned off. Inside your fuse box, these constant and
switched circuits tend to live right next to each other, with each circuit protected by an
individual fuse. Bummer, we know. The tool that you will need to test your fuses is a circuit
tester , also known as a test light. This is a link to the exact tester that we use in this tutorial.
Ready to find out which fuses in your fuse box are constant and which are switched? Let's Get
Started! Need help finding your fuse box? Using your circuit tester, connect the grounding clip
to a bare metal point on the vehicle. This is your ground point. The best ground point on a
vehicle is usually the negative terminal on the car battery. To test, connect the ground clip to
the negative terminal and the tip of the probe to the positive terminal. One of these metal
latches is typically close enough to the fuse box to work for you. Since the engine is off and the
key is out of the ignition, you should be able to probe the fuses and determine which are
constant. The constant fuses are the fuses that light up your circuit tester. If you find a
combination of both constant and switched fuses in your fuse box â€” great! Locate a switched
fuse that reads cold while your engine is turned off. Put your key back into the ignition and turn
it to the on position. Probe the fuse again: if it lights up, great! You have double checked that
this fuse is a switched fuse. Turn off the engine and pull the key from the ignition. We
recommend checking the same fuse again when your car is off to triple check that it is a reliable
switched fuse circuit. Now that you have identified a switched fuse, you can select any of the
other fuses that remain on for your constant fuse. If possible, we recommend using a
non-essential circuit as your constant power source to reduce your chances of affecting any
sensitive vehicle control systems that may be present. Now that you have identified your
constant and switched fuses, you are ready to connect your add-a-circuit fuse taps, Power
Magic Pro, BlackVue direct-wire harness, or other electrical accessory to the appropriate
constant and switched fuse slots. Follow the instructions included with your device or identify
the tag or color of each wire to ensure that you are connecting the right wire to its
corresponding fuse. Once your installation is finished, test your device for proper operation
before wrapping up. Couldn't find any switched fuses? If all of your circuits seem to be on all
the time, there may be two possible explanations:. You may have to locate another source of
switched power or check a different fuse box. This scenario is not very common. Some vehicles
use a switched fuse delay system, which means that switched fuse circuits will remain on for up
to 30 minutes after turning the engine off and removing the key from the ignition. Identifying

this type of circuit is more difficult since in many cases the switched circuits will be re-activated
by unlocking the vehicle, bringing the key fob within close proximity to the vehicle, or even
sitting down in one of the front seats. Need a test light or an install kit to help you with your diy
dashcam installation? How about a complete DIY installation bundle? Please follow one of the
links below:. Users must be aware that updates and amendments will be made from time to time
to these instructions. It is the user's responsibility to determine whether there have been any
such updates or amendments. Step 3: Connect to Ground Point Using your circuit tester,
connect the grounding clip to a bare metal point on the vehicle. Step 6: Connect Your
Accessory to the Identified Constant and Switched Fuses Now that you have identified your
constant and switched fuses, you are ready to connect your add-a-circuit fuse taps, Power
Magic Pro, BlackVue direct-wire harness, or other electrical accessory to the appropriate
constant and switched fuse slots. If all of your circuits seem to be on all the time, there may be
two possible explanations: 1. Without electricity, practically the entire modern vehicle fleet
would be immobilized. No electricity means no electric starter, headlights or brake lights, or the
latest tunes blasting from the radio. Automotive fuses make the sacrifice to protect thousands
of feet of wiring, blowing themselves out to keep high current from melting insulation and
causing fires. True, it could be a broken radio, burnt-out headlight bulb or dead window motor,
but those are the last things to check and replace. The first thing you should check, no matter
what problem you are experiencing, is the fuse for that circuit. An automotive fuse is an
overload safety device. Under normal circumstances, a certain automotive circuit might carry 5
A â€” ampere is a measurement of electrical current â€” while in use. Under certain
circumstances, that current varies, so wire gauge is chosen at two or three times the expected
load. In case of overloading, such as a stuck electrical motor or short-circuit, the current in an
unprotected circuit would go far beyond the capabilities of the wire to carry it. The overloaded
wire would overheat, melting the insulation, possibly the wire itself, as well as possibly melt or
ignite surrounding wires or materials. To prevent such damage from occurring, an automotive
fuse is placed in the circuit. The fuse might be rated two times the expected load to allow for
fluctuations during use. If something like an overload or short circuit occurs, the softer metal in
the fuse overheats and melts, cutting off the rest of the circuit from current. This protects the
wire from meltdown and prevents damage and fire in areas surrounding it. Of course, this
prevents that circuit from operating again, until the fuse is replaced. Additionally, on the fuse
blocks or their covers or nearby, there may be labels with similar information. Some fuses may
be related to multiple circuits, such as the radio and clock or brake lights and turn signals.
Multimeter: A high-impedance digital multimeter DMM can be used to check an automotive fuse.
Available voltage: Set the DMM to measure voltage, in the 12 V range or auto-range, and
connect the negative test lead to ground, such as the battery negative terminal or any bare
metal. Use the positive test lead to probe both sides of the fuse. A good fuse will measure
around 12 V, or more than A blown fuse will show voltage on one side, but zero voltage on the
other side. Voltage drop: Measure across the fuse, using both positive and negative probes. A
good fuse will show 0 V, no voltage drop, and a bad fuse will show 12 V, full voltage drop, which
means no voltage is available to the rest of the circuit. Continuity test: Remove the fuse and
check for continuity from end to end. Test light: A high-impedance LED test light is one of the
easiest ways to check automotive fuses. Then, probe both sides of the fuse. Both sides of a
good fuse will show power, usually indicated by a red LED. If the fuse is blown, one side will
show power, while the other side will show ground, usually a green LED. Replacing an
automotive fuse is one of the easiest automotive repairs you can do. Older glass-tube type and
Bosch type fuses are round and can be removed with a fuse puller designed for them.
Needle-nose pliers can be used, but carefully, as you could inadvertently cause a short circuit,
which is why fuse pullers are made of non-conducting plastic. After removing the burnt-out
automotive fuse, match it up with a new fuse and install it. Using a lower-rated fuse, such as a 5
A instead of 10 A, may work, but might blow under normal load. Using a higher-rated fuse, such
as a 15 A instead of a 10 A, will work, but may not sufficiently protect the wiring in case of
overloading. If your fuses keep blowing, you have an electrical problem that requires further
investigation. We are a shop that offers complete repair and painting services. Your vehicle is
completely restored, regardless if the accident was either simple or severe to the extension of
damaging your vehicles structure. Our licensed shop offers guarantees for all the completed
work done in a timely manner to have your vehicle back on the roads, as soon as possible. Of
course you love your car, but you also like to keep your daily schedule and fulfill your
commitments, right? So while your car is being restored, a rental car can be a great advantage!
Painting is one of the most delicate steps in the process of recovering a car. It requires qualified
professionals to complete the job. These
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minor damages that occurred from daily use to your vehicle can result in extra costs. Come to
Simon's Auto Body , where we check your bumper car from front to back, taking care of all the
small details. Did you know that when your lease agreement expires, or if you choose to change
your car, an inspector has a check list ready to check your vehicle? The inspector evaluates
broken parts to small scratches and dents that could easily be corrected. Here at Simon's Auto
Body we repair all types of windshields, from front to rear in any model of car or truck. Car
detailing goes beyond cleaning your car. Detailing is very common in the United States and
Europe. Simon's Auto Body offers the best detailing service in the Framingham region, leaving
your car with a 0km feeling. We provide pleasure and satisfaction in driving a clean and fresh
car. What Does an Automotive Fuse Do? Know our services Collision. Guaranteed Rent. Return
of Leased Vehicle. Windshield Replacement. Detail and Polishing.

